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Installation of glass fixing art. no. 4-210:

1. Install glass fixings, which are used for the fixing of the runner rail, at the prepared 
boreholes in your glass (distance and diameter of boreholes see technical informa-
tion). Torque: 14 Nm

2. Put runner rail into the installed glass fixings. Align the runner rail to horizontal direc
tion. Tighten the cheese-head screws.

glass fixing art. no. 4-210

Installation of wall fixing art. no. 4-211:

1. Dismantle wall fixing and install screw plate at the wall using the attached screws .
2. Put up adapter and clamp on screw plate. Tighten loosely the outside clamp using 

the screw.
3. As soon as all wall fixings are installed, put runner rail into the wall fixings. Tighten 

cheese-head screw of outside clamp moderately.
4. Pair of runner rail can be aligned parallel to wall by turning the adapter 

(between 19 mm and 27,5 mm possible).
5. Before tighten the cheese-head screw strongly, align the runner rail in horizontal 

direction (± 3 mm). 
6. Tighten cheese-head screws.
7. Stick on cover.

cover
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Wall fixing art. no. 4-211

cheese-head screw
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Installation of trolley art. no. 4-225 / Sliding wing:

1. Installation of trolley on sliding wing: 
a. Take off cover of glass fixing.
b. Loosen both screws.
c. Put trolley on glass panel. Put attached glass insert (black PVC-piece) into 

the glass borehole.
d. Screw rosette with trolley. Torque: 14 Nm
e. Put on the cover again.

Repeat a.m. steps (a - e) for second trolley.

2. Put sliding wing on runner rail / adjustment:
a. Loosen headless screws of protection against unhinge at the side.
b. Move protection against unhinge below.
c. Put sliding wing with its both big rollers on the upper runner rail.
d. Loosen fixing screws and align sliding wing in vertical direction by turning the 

holding screws.
e. Tighten holding screws.
f. Move up the protection against unhinge at the lower runner rail (check smooth 

running).
g. Tighten headless screws of protection against unhinge at the side.

3. Install floor guide (Panels should be as vertical as possible).

4. Install both limit stops at the required position of runner rail. 
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Trolley art. no. 4-225
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Installtaion of handle fixing art. no. 4-231 at glass panel:

1. Loosen allen bolts at the side (4 pcs.) and dismantle handle into two halfs.
2. Screw out insert piece.
3. Put handle on glass panel and screw both inserts through glass borehole. 

Torque: 14 Nm
4. Put on second half of handle and fix with allen bolts at the side.

Handle fixing art. no. 4-231

Allen bolt

insert piece


